
Challenge Early College High School 
English I Summer Reading 2014 

 
Welcome to English I, a rigorous class with plenty of personal challenges and rewards. Below you will find your summer reading 
assignment. Please be aware that the summer reading assignment is due on the second day of class. Expect an assessment over the 
short stories on the second day of class. The summer reading assignment is not an option; we will be using these short stories for 
several assignments at the start of the year. Do not wait until the end of the summer to begin.   
 
Required Reading: Read the following five selected short stories. You will find copies of these short stories below.  

1. “First Love” by Judith Ortiz Cofer 
2.  “Lamb to the Slaughter” by Roald Dahl 
3.  “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge” by Ambrose Bierce 
4. “The Sound of Thunder” by Ray Bradbury 
5.  “Harrison Bergeron” by Kurt Vonnegut 

 

Materials Needed: 
 

 Copies of five short stories (see above) 
 loose leaf paper 
 Dark blue or black pen or pencil 

 
Assignment: Create a journal entry in response to each of the five short stories listed above. For each journal, choose one of the 
following ten questions. Respond to this question in at least five sentences. On the second day of class you should have five journal 
entries, one from each short story.  

 
1. What would this story be like if the main character were of the opposite sex? 
2. Why is the story set where it is? 
3. If you were to film this story, what characters would you eliminate if you couldn't use them all? 
4. Would you film this story in black and white or color? 
5. How is the main character different from you? 
6. Would this story make a good TV series? Why or why not? 
7. What's one thing in the story that's happened to you? 
8. Reread the first paragraph of the story. What's in it to make you read on? 
9. If you could enter one story and become part of it, which story would you enter and at what point would you enter? What events 
would you change and how would this change the outcome of the story? 
10. What does the title tell you about the story? Does it tell the truth? 
 
Final Notes: 
 
Plagiarism: You are required to read each assigned work carefully, thoughtfully, and entirely by the assigned due date. Plagiarism, 
whether from commercially prepared notes, the Internet, or another student's work, falls under the heading of cheating. Cheating will 
result in a zero on the assignment, notification of parents, and a referral. And yes, even if you change the wording of the material 
you obtain, it is still plagiarism. I will clearly state if an assignment requires outside research. Otherwise, the work assigned in this 
class should be your honest and diligent response to the text(s). “Cheat sites” such as sparknotes.com are never to be used for this 
class for any reason.   
 
If you have any questions regarding the assignment please contact the main office at 713-664-9712. I hope you have a safe, fun, and 
productive summer, and I look forward to meeting you in August! 
 
Mrs. Dená Puente 
English I, Pre-AP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



First Love by Judith Ortiz Cofer 
 

At fourteen and for a few years after, my concerns were mainly focused on the alarms going off in my body warning me of 
pain or pleasure ahead. 

I fell in love, or my hormones awakened from their long slumber in my body, and suddenly the goal of my days was focused 
on one thing: to catch a glimpse of my secret love. And it had to remain secret, because I had, of course, in the great tradition of tragic 
romance, chosen to love a boy who was totally out of my reach. He was not Puerto Rican; he was Italian and rich. He was also an 
older man. He was a senior at the high school when I came in as a freshman. I first saw him in the hall, leaning casually on a wall that 
was the border line between girlside and boyside for underclassmen. He looked extraordinarily like a young Marlon Brando--down to 
the ironic little smile. The total of what I knew about the boy who starred in every one of my awkward fantasies was this: that he was 
the nephew of the man who owned the supermarket on my block; that he often had parties at his parents' beautiful home in the suburbs 
which I would hear about; that his family had money (which came to our school in many ways)--and this fact made me knees weak: 
and that he worked at the store near my apartment building on weekends and in the summer. 

My mother could not understand why I became so eager to be the one sent out on her endless errands. I pounced on every 
opportunity from Friday to late Saturday afternoon to go after eggs, cigarettes, milk (I tried to drink as much of it as possible, 
although, I hated the stuff)--the staple items that she would order from the "American" store. 

Week after week I wandered up and down the aisles, taking furtive glances at the stock room in the back, breathlessly hoping 
to see my prince. Not that I had a plan. I felt like a pilgrim waiting for a glimpse of Mecca. I did not expect him to notice me. It was 
sweet agony. 

One day I did see him. Dressed in a white outfit like a surgeon; white pants and shirt, white cap, and (gross sigh, but not to 
my love-glazed eyes) blood-smeared butcher's apron. He was helping to drag a side of beef into the freezer storage area of the store. I 
must have stood there like an idiot, because I remember that he did see me, he even spoke to me! I could have died. I think he said, 
"Excuse me," and smiled vaguely in my direction. 

After that, I willed occasions to go to the supermarket. I watched my mother's cigarettes empty ever so slowly. I wanted her 
to smoke them fast. I drank milk and forced it on my brother (although a second glass for him had to be bought with my share of Fig 
Newton cookies which we both liked, but were restricted to one row each). I gave my cookies up for love, and watched my mother 
smoke her L&M's with so little enthusiasm that I thought (God, no!) that she might be cutting down on her smoking or maybe even 
giving up the habit. At this crucial time! 

I thought I had kept my lonely romance a secret. Often I cried hot tears on my pillow for the things that kept us apart. In my 
mind there was no doubt that he would never notice me (and that is why I felt free to stare at him--I was invisible). He could not see 
me because I was a skinny Puerto Rican girl, a freshman who did not belong to any group he associated with. 

At the end of the year I found out that I had not been invisible. I learned one little lesson about human nature--
adulation(flattery) leaves a scent, one that we are all equipped to recognize, and no matter how insignificant the source, we seek it. 

In June the nuns at our school would always arrange for some cultural extravaganza. In my freshman year it was a Roman 
banquet. We had been studying Greek drama (as a prelude to church history--it was at a fast clip that we galloped through Sophocles 
and Euripides toward the early Christian martyrs), and our young, energetic Sister Agnes was in the mood for a spectacle. She ordered 
the entire student body (it was a small group of under 300 students) to have our mothers make us togas out of sheets. She handed out a 
pattern on mimeo pages fresh out of the machine. I remember the intense smell of the alcohol on the sheets of paper, and how almost 
everyone in the auditorium brought theirs to their noses and inhaled deeply--mimeographed handouts were the school-day buzz that 
the new Xerox generation of kids is missing out on. Then, as the last couple of weeks of school dragged on, the city of Paterson 
becoming a concrete oven, and us wilting in our uncomfortable uniforms, we labored like frantic Roman slaves to build a splendid 
banquet hall in our small auditorium. Sister Agnes wanted a raised dais where the host and hostess would be regally enthroned. 

She had already chosen our Senator and Lady from among our ranks. The Lady was to be a beautiful new student named 
Sophia, a recent Polish immigrant, whose English was still practically unintelligible, but whose features, classically perfect without a 
trace of makeup, enthralled us. Everyone talked about her gold hair cascading past her waist, and her voice which could carry a note 
right up to heaven in choir. The nuns wanted her for God. They kept saying she had a vocation. We just looked at her in awe, and the 
boys seemed afraid of her. She just smiled and did as she was told. I don't know what she thought of it all. The main privilege of 
beauty is that others will do almost everything for you, including thinking. 

Her partner was to be our best basketball player, a tall, red-haired senior whose family sent its many offsprings to our school. 
Together, Sophia and her senator looked like the best combination of immigrant genes our community could produce. It did not occur 
to me to ask then whether anything but their physical beauty qualified them for the starring roles in our production. I had the highest 
average in the church history class, but I was given the part of one of many "Roman Citizens." I was to sit in front of the plastic fruit 
and recite a greeting in Latin along with the rest of the school when our hosts came into the hall and took their places on the throne. 

On the night of our banquet, my father escorted me in my toga to the door of our school. I felt foolish in my awkwardly 
draped sheet (blouse and skirt required underneath). My mother had no great skill as seamstress. The best she could do was hem a 
skirt or a pair of pants. That night I would have traded her for a peasant woman with a golden needle. I saw other Roman ladies 
emerging from their parents' cars looking authentic in sheets of material that folded over their bodies like the garments on a statue by 
Michelangelo. How did they do it? How was it that I always got it just slightly wrong, and worse, I believed that other people were 
just too polite to mention it. "The poor little Puerto Rican girl," I could hear them thinking. But in reality, I must have been my worst 
critic, self-conscious as I was. 

Soon, we were all sitting at our circle of tables joined together around the dais. Sophia glittered like a golden statue. Her 
smile was beatific: a perfect, silent Roman lady. Her "senator" looked uncomfortable, glancing around at his buddies, perhaps waiting 



for the ridicule that he would surely get in the locker room later. The nuns in their black habits stood in the background watching us. 
What were they supposed to be, the Fates? Nubian slaves? The dancing girls did their modest little dance to tinny music from their 
finger cymbals, then the speeches were made. Then the grape vine "wine" was raised in a toast to the Roman Empire we all knew 
would fall within the week--before finals anyway. 

All during the program I had been in a state of controlled hysteria. My secret love sat across the room from me looking 
supremely bored. I watched his every move, taking him in gluttonously. I relished the shadow of his eyelashes on his ruddy cheeks, 
his pouty lips smirking sarcastically at the ridiculous sight of our little play. Once he slumped down on his chair, and our sargeant-at-
arms nun came over and tapped him sharply on the shoulder. He drew himself up slowly, with disdain. I loved his rebellious spirit. I 
believed myself still invisible to him in my "nothing" status as I looked upon my beloved. But towards the end of the evening, as we 
stood chanting our farewells in Latin, he looked straight across the room and into my eyes! How did I survive the killing power of 
those dark pupils? I trembled in a new way. I was not cold--I was burning! Yet I shook from the inside out, feeling light-headed, 
dizzy. 

The room began to empty and I headed for the girls' lavatory. I wanted to relish the miracle in silence. I did not think for a 
minute that anything more would follow. I was satisfied with the enormous favor of a look from my beloved. I took my time, knowing 
that my father would be waiting outside for me, impatient, perhaps glowing in the dark in his phosphorescent white Navy uniform. 
The others would ride home. I would walk home with my father, both of us in costume. I wanted as few witnesses as possible. When I 
could no longer hear the crowds in the hallway, I emerged from the bathroom, still under the spell of those mesmerizing eyes. 

The lights had been turned off in the hallway and all I could see was the lighted stairwell, at the bottom of which a nun would 
be stationed. My father would be waiting just outside. I nearly screamed when I felt someone grab me by the waist. But my mouth was 
quickly covered by someone else's mouth. I was being kissed. My first kiss and I could not even tell who it was. I pulled away to see 
that not only two inches away from mine. It was he. He smiled down at me. Did I have a silly expression on my face? My glasses felt 
crooked on my nose. I was unable to move or to speak. More gently, he lifted up my chin and touched his lips to mine. This time I did 
not forget to enjoy it. Then, like the phantom lover that he was, he walked away into the darkened corridor and disappeared.  

I don't know how long I stood there. My body was changing right there in the hallway of a Catholic school. My cells were 
tuning up like musicians in an orchestra, and my heart was a chorus. It was an opera I was composing, and I wanted to stand very still 
and just listen. But, of course, I heard my father's voice talking to the nun. I was in trouble if he had to ask about me. I hurried down 
the stairs making up a story on the way about feeling sick. That would explain my flushed face and it would buy me a little privacy 
when I got home. 

The next day Father announced at the breakfast table that he was leaving on a six month tour of Europe with the Navy in a 
few weeks and, that at the end of the school year my mother, my brother, and I would be sent to Puerto Rico to stay for half a year at 
Mama's (my mother's mother house). I was devastated. This was the usual routine for us. We had always gone to Mama's to stay when 
Father was away for long periods. But this year it was different for me. I was in love, and . . . my heart knocked against my bony chest 
at this thought . . . he loved me too? I broke into sobs and left the table. 

In the next week I discovered the inexorable truth about parents. They can actually carry on with their plans right through 
tears, threats, and the awful spectacle of a teenager's broken heart. My father left me to my mother who impassively packed while I 
explained over and over that I was at a crucial time in my studies and that if I left my entire life would be ruined. All she would say is, 
"You are an intelligent girl, you'll catch up." Her head was filled with visions of casa and family reunions, long gossip sessions with 
her mama and sisters. What did she care that I was losing my one chance at true love? 

In the meantime I tried desperately to see him. I thought he would look for me too. But the few times I saw him in the 
hallway, he was always rushing away. It would be long weeks of confusion and pain before I realized that the kiss was nothing but a 
little trophy for his ego. He had no interest in me other than as his adorer. He was flattered by my silent worship of him, and he had 
bestowed a kiss on me to please himself, and to fan the flames. I learned a lesson about the battle of the sexes then that I have never 
forgotten: the object is not always to win, but most times simply to keep your opponent (synonymous at times with "the loved one") 
guessing. 

But this is too cynical a view to sustain in the face that overwhelming rush of emotion that is first love. And in thinking back 
about my own experience with it, I can be objective only to the point where I recall how sweet the anguish was, how caught up in the 
moment I felt, and how every nerve in my body was involved in this salute to life. Later, much later, after what seemed like an eternity 
of dragging the weight of unrequited love around with me, I learned to make myself visible and to relish the little battles required to 
win the greatest prize of all. And much later, I read and understood Camus' statement about the subject that concerns both adolescent 
and philosopher alike: if love were easy, life would be too simple. 
 
Source:   
From Cofer, J.O. “First Love”. Silent Dancing: A Partial Remembrance of a Puerto Rican Childhood.  Arte Publico Press, 1990. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Lamb to the Slaughter 
By Roald Dahl 

 
The room was warm and clean, the curtains drawn, the two table lamps alight-hers and the one by the empty chair opposite. On the 
sideboard behind her, two tall glasses, soda water, whiskey. Fresh ice cubes in the Thermos bucket. 
 
Mary Maloney was waiting for her husband to come home from work. 
 
Now and again she would glance up at the clock, but without anxiety, merely to please herself with the thought that each minute gone 
by made it nearer the time when he would come. There was a slow smiling air about her, and about everything she did. The drop of a 
head as she bent over her sewing was curiously tranquil. Her skin -for this was her sixth month with child-had acquired a wonderful 
translucent quality, the mouth was soft, and the eyes, with their new placid look, seemed larger darker than before. When the clock 
said ten minutes to five, she began to listen, and a few moments later, punctually as always, she heard the tires on the gravel outside, 
and the car door slamming, the footsteps passing the window, the key turning in the lock. She laid aside her sewing, stood up, and 
went forward to kiss him as he came in. 
 
Hullo darling, she said. 
 
Hullo darling, he answered. 
 
She took his coat and hung it in the closet. Then she walked over and made the drinks, a strongish one for him, a weak one for herself; 
and soon she was back again in her chair with the sewing, and he in the other, opposite, holding the tall glass with both hands, rocking 
it so the ice cubes tinkled against the side. 
 
For her, this was always a blissful time of day. She knew he didn't want to speak much until the first drink was finished, and she, on 
her side, was content to sit quietly, enjoying his company after the long hours alone in the house. She loved to luxuriate in the 
presence of this man, and to feel-almost as a sunbather feels the sun-that warm male glow that came out of him to her when they were 
alone together. She loved him for the way he sat loosely in a chair, for the way he came in a door, or moved slowly across the room 
with long strides. She loved intent, far look in his eyes when they rested in her, the funny shape of the mouth, and especially the way 
he remained silent about his tiredness, sitting still with himself until the whiskey had taken some of it away. 
 
Tired darling? 
 
Yes, he said. I'm tired, And as he spoke, he did an unusual thing. He lifted his glass and drained it in one swallow although there was 
still half of it, at least half of it left.. She wasn't really watching him, but she knew what he had done because she heard the ice cubes 
falling back against the bottom of the empty glass when he lowered his arm. He paused a moment, leaning forward in the chair, then 
he got up and went slowly over to fetch himself another. 
 
I'll get it! she cried, jumping up. 
 
Sit down, he said. 
 
When he came back, she noticed that the new drink was dark amber with the quantity of whiskey in it. 
 
Darling, shall I get your slippers? 
 
No. 
 
She watched him as he began to sip the dark yellow drink, and she could see little oily swirls in the liquid because it was so strong. 
 
I think it's a shame, she said, 'that when a policeman gets to be as senior as you, they keep him walking about on his feet all day long. 
 
He didn't answer, so she bent her head again and went on with her sewing; bet each time he lifted the drink to his lips, she heard the 
ice cubes clinking against the side of the glass. 
 
Darling, she said. Would you like me to get you some cheese? I haven't made any supper because it's Thursday. 
 
No, he said. 
 
If youre too tired to eat out, she went on, it's still not too late. There's plenty of meat and stuff in the freezer, and you can have it right 
here and not even move out of the chair. 
 



Her eyes waited on him for an answer, a smile, a little nod, but he made no sign. 
 
Anyway, she went on, I'll get you some cheese and crackers first. 
 
I don't want it, he said. 
 
She moved uneasily in her chair, the large eyes still watching his face. But you must eat! I'll fix it anyway, and then you can have it or 
not, as you like. 
 
She stood up and placed her sewing on the table by the lamp. 
 
Sit down, he said. Just for a minute, sit down. 
 
It wasn't till then that she began to get frightened. 
 
Go on, he said. sit down. 
 
She lowered herself back slowly into the chair, watching him all the time with those large, bewildered eyes. He had finished the 
second drink and was staring down into the glass, frowning. 
 
Listen, he said. I’ve got something to tell you. 
 
What is it, darling? What's the matter? 
 
He had now become absolutely motionless, and he kept his head down so that the light from the lamp beside him fell across the upper 
part of his face, leaving the chin and mouth in shadow. She noticed there was a little muscle moving near the corner of his left eye. 
 
This is going to be a bit of a shock to you, I'm afraid, he said. But Ive thought about it a good deal and Ive decided the only thing to do 
is tell you right away. I hope you won't blame me too much. 
 
And he told her. It didn't take long, four or five minutes at most, and she stayed very still through it all, watching him with a kind of 
dazed horror as he went further and further away from her with each word. 
 
"So there it is," he added." And I know it's kind of a bad time to be telling you, but there simply wasn't any other way. Of course I'll 
give you money and see you’re looked after. But there needn't really be any fuss. I hope not anyway. It wouldn't be very good for my 
job. 
 
Her first instinct was not to believe any of it, to reject it all. It occurred to her that perhaps he hadn't even spoken, that she herself had 
imagined the whole thing. Maybe, if she went about her business and acted as though she hadn't been listening, then later, when she 
sort of woke up again, she might find none of it had ever happened. 
 
I'll get the supper, she managed to whisper, and this time he didn't stop her. 
 
When she walked across the room she couldn't feel her feet touching the floor. She couldn't feel anything at all- except a slight nausea 
and a desire to vomit. Everything was automatic now-down the steps to the cellar, the light switch, the deep freeze, the hand inside the 
cabinet taking hold of the first object it met. She lifted it out, and looked at it. It was wrapped in paper, so she took off the paper and 
looked at it again. 
 
A leg of lamb. 
 
All right then, they would have lamb for supper. She carried it upstairs, holding the thin bone-end of it with both her hands, and as she 
went through the living-room, she saw him standing over by the window with his back to her, and she stopped. 
 
For God's sake, he said, hearing her, but not turning round. Don't make supper for me. I'm going out. 
 
At that point, Mary Maloney simply walked up behind him and without any pause she swung the big frozen leg of lamb high in the air 
and brought it down as hard as she could on the back of his head. 
 
She might just as well have hit him with a steel club. 
 
She stepped back a pace, waiting, and the funny thing was that he remained standing there for at least four or five seconds, gently 
swaying. Then he crashed to the carpet. 



 
The violence of the crash, the noise, the small table overturning, helped bring her out of her shock. She came out slowly, feeling cold 
and surprised, and she stood for a while blinking at the body, still holding the ridiculous piece of meat tight with both hands. 
 
All right, she told herself. So I’ve killed him. 
 
It was extraordinary, now, how clear her mind became all of a sudden. She began thinking very fast. As the wife of a detective, she 
knew quite well what the penalty would be. That was fine. It made no difference to her. In fact, it would be a relief. On the other hand, 
what about the child? What were the laws about murderers with unborn children? Did they kill them both-mother and child? Or did 
they wait until the tenth month? What did they do? 
 
Mary Maloney didn't know. And she certainly wasn't prepared to take a chance. 
 
She carried the meat into the kitchen, placed it in a pan, turned the oven on high, and shoved it inside. Then she washed her hands and 
ran upstairs to the bedroom. She sat down before the mirror, tidied her hair, touched up her lips and face. She tried a smile. It came out 
rather peculiar. She tried again. 
 
Hullo Sam, she said brightly, aloud. 
 
The voice sounded peculiar too. 
 
I want some potatoes please, Sam. Yes, and I think a can of peas. 
 
That was better. Both the smile and the voice were coming out better now. She rehearsed it several times more. Then she ran 
downstairs, took her coat, went out the back door, down the garden, into the street. 
 
It wasn't six o'clock yet and the lights were still on in the grocery shop. 
 
Hullo Sam, she said brightly, smiling at the man behind the counter. 
 
Why, good evening, Mrs. Maloney. How’re you? 
 
I want some potatoes please, Sam. Yes, and I think a can of peas. 
 
The man turned and reached up behind him on the shelf for the peas. 
 
Patrick's decided he's tired and doesn't want to eat out tonight, she told him. We usually go out Thursdays, you know, and now he's 
caught me without any vegetables in the house. 
 
Then how about meat, Mrs. Maloney? 
 
No, Ive got meat, thanks. I got a nice leg of lamb from the freezer. 
 
Oh. 
 
I don't know much like cooking it frozen, Sam, but I'm taking a chance on it this time. You think it'll be all right? 
 
Personally, the grocer said, I don't believe it makes any difference. You want these Idaho potatoes? 
 
Oh yes, that'll be fine. Two of those. 
 
Anything else? The grocer cocked his head on one side, looking at her pleasantly. How about afterwards? What you going to give him 
for afterwards? 
 
Well-what would you suggest, Sam? 
 
The man glanced around his shop. How about a nice big slice of cheesecake? I know he likes that. 
 
Perfect, she said. He loves it. 
 
And when it was all wrapped and she had paid, she put on her brightest smile and said, 'thank you, Sam. Goodnight. 
 



Goodnight, Mrs. Maloney. And thank you. 
 
And now, she told herself as she hurried back, all she was doing now, she was returning home to her husband and he was waiting for 
his supper; and she must cook it good, and make it as tasty as possible because the poor man was tired; and if, when she entered the 
house, she happened to find anything unusual, or tragic, or terrible, then naturally it would be a shock and shed become frantic with 
grief and horror. Mind you, she wasn't expecting to find anything. She was just going home with the vegetables. Mrs. Patrick Maloney 
going home with the vegetables on Thursday evening to cook supper for her husband. 
 
That's the way, she told herself. Do everything right and natural. Keep things absolutely natural and there'll be no need for any acting 
at all. 
 
Therefore, when she entered the kitchen by the back door, she was humming a little tune to herself and smiling. 
 
Patrick! she called. How are you, darling? 
 
She put the parcel down on the table and went through into the living room; and when she saw him lying there on the floor with his 
legs doubled up and one arm twisted back underneath his body, it really was rather a shock. All the old love and longing for him 
welled up inside her, and she ran over to him, knelt down beside him, and began to cry her heart out. It was easy. No acting was 
necessary. 
 
A few minutes later she got up and went to the phone. She knew the number of the police station, and when the man at the other end 
answered, she cried to him, Quick! Come quick! Patrick's dead! 
 
Who's speaking? 
 
Mrs. Maloney. Mrs. Patrick Maloney. 
 
You mean Patrick Maloney's dead? 
 
I think so, she sobbed. He's lying on the floor and I think he's dead. 
 
Be right over, the man said. 
 
The car came very quickly, and when she opened the front door, two policeman walked in. She knew them both-she knew nearly all 
the man at that precinct-and she fell right into a chair, then went over to join the other one, who was called O'malley, kneeling by the 
body. 
 
Is he dead? she cried. 
 
I'm afraid he is. What happened? 
 
Briefly, she told her story about going out to the grocer and coming back to find him on the floor. While she was talking, crying and 
talking, Noonan discovered a small patch of congealed blood on the dead man's head. He showed it to O'malley who got up at once 
and hurried to the phone. 
 
Soon, other men began to come into the house. First a doctor, then two detectives, one of whom she know by name. Later, a police 
photographer arrived and took pictures, and a man who knew about fingerprints. There was a great deal of whispering and muttering 
beside the corpse, and the detectives kept asking her a lot of questions. But they always treated her kindly. She told her story again, 
this time right from the beginning, when Patrick had come in, and she was sewing, and he was tired, so tired he hadn't wanted to go 
out for supper. She told how shed put the meat in the oven-it's there now, cooking- and how shed slipped out to the grocer for 
vegetables, and come back to find him lying on the floor. 
 
Which grocer? one of the detectives asked. 
 
She told him, and he turned and whispered something to the other detective who immediately went outside into the street. 
 
In fifteen minutes he was back with a page of notes, and there was more whispering, and through her sobbing she heard a few of the 
whispered phrases-...acted quite normal...very cheerful...wanted to give him a good supper... peas...cheesecake...impossible that she... 
 
After a while, the photographer and the doctor departed and two other men came in and took the corpse away on a stretcher. Then the 
fingerprint man went away. The two detectives remained, and so did the two policeman. They were exceptionally nice to her, and Jack 
Noonan asked if she wouldn't rather go somewhere else, to her sister's house perhaps, or to his own wife who would take care of her 



and put her up for the night. 
 
No, she said. She didn't feel she could move even a yard at the moment. Would they mind awfully of she stayed just where she was 
until she felt better. She didn't feel too good at the moment, she really didn't. 
 
Then hadn't she better lie down on the bed? Jack Noonan asked. 
 
No, she said. She’d like to stay right where she was, in this chair. A little later, perhaps, when she felt better, she would move. 
 
So they left her there while they went about their business, searching the house. Occasionally one of the detectives asked her another 
question. Sometimes Jack Noonan spoke at her gently as he passed by. Her husband, he told her, had been killed by a blow on the 
back of the head administered with a heavy blunt instrument, almost certainly a large piece of metal. They were looking for the 
weapon. The murderer may have taken it with him, but on the other hand he may have thrown it away or hidden it somewhere on the 
premises. 
 
It's the old story, he said. Get the weapon, and you’ve got the man. 
 
Later, one of the detectives came up and sat beside her. Did she know, he asked, of anything in the house that couldve been used as the 
weapon? Would she mind having a look around to see if anything was missing-a very big spanner, for example, or a heavy metal vase. 
 
They didn't have any heavy metal vases, she said. 
 
Or a big spanner? 
 
She didn't think they had a big spanner. But there might be some things like that in the garage. 
 
The search went on. She knew that there were other policemen in the garden all around the house. She could hear their footsteps on 
the gravel outside, and sometimes she saw a flash of a torch through a chink in the curtains. It began to get late, nearly nine she 
noticed by the clock on the mantle. The four men searching the rooms seemed to be growing weary, a trifle exasperated. 
 
Jack, she said, the next time Sergeant Noonan went by. Would you mind giving me a drink? 
 
Sure I'll give you a drink. You mean this whiskey? 
 
Yes please. But just a small one. It might make me feel better. 
 
He handed her the glass. 
 
Why don't you have one yourself, she said. You must be awfully tired. Please do. You’ve been very good to me. 
 
Well, he answered. It's not strictly allowed, but I might take just a drop to keep me going. 
 
One by one the others came in and were persuaded to take a little nip of whiskey. They stood around rather awkwardly with the drinks 
in their hands, uncomfortable in her presence, trying to say consoling things to her. Sergeant Noonan wandered into the kitchen, come 
out quickly and said, Look, Mrs. Maloney. You know that oven of yours is still on, and the meat still inside. 
 
Oh dear me! she cried. 'so it is! 
 
I better turn it off for you, hadn't I? 
 
Will you do that, Jack. Thank you so much. 
 
When the sergeant returned the second time, she looked at him with her large, dark tearful eyes. Jack Noonan, she said. 
 
Yes? 
 
Would you do me a small favor-you and these others? 
 
We can try, Mrs. Maloney. 
 
Well, she said. Here you all are, and good friends of dear Patrick's too, and helping to catch the man who killed him. You must be 
terrible hungry by now because it's long past your suppertime, and I know Patrick would never forgive me, God bless his soul, if I 



allowed you to remain in his house without offering you decent hospitality. Why don't you eat up that lamb that's in the oven. It'll be 
cooked just right by now. 
 
Wouldn't dream of it, Sergeant Noonan said. 
 
Please, she begged. Please eat it. Personally I couldn't touch a thing, certainly not what's been in the house when he was here. But it's 
all right for you. It’d be a favor to me if you’d eat it up. Then you can go on with your work again afterwards. 
 
There was a good deal of hesitating among the four policemen, but they were clearly hungry, and in the end they were persuaded to go 
into the kitchen and help themselves. The woman stayed where she was, listening to them speaking among themselves, their voices 
thick and sloppy because their mouths were full of meat. 
 
Have some more, Charlie? 
 
No. Better not finish it. 
 
She wants us to finish it. She said so. Be doing her a favor. 
 
Okay then. Give me some more. 
 
That's the hell of a big club the guy must’ve used to hit poor Patrick, one of them was saying. 'the doc says his skull was smashed all 
to pieces just like from a sledgehammer. 
 
'that's why it ought to be easy to find. 
 
Exactly what I say. 
 
Whoever done it, they’re not going to be carrying a thing like that around with them longer than they need. 
 
One of them belched. 
 
Personally, I think it's right here on the premises. 
 
Probably right under our very noses. What you think, Jack? 
 
And in the other room, Mary Maloney began to giggle. 
 
 

 
 
 
An Occurence at Owl Creek Bridge 

By Ambrose Bierce 

A man stood upon a railroad bridge in northern Alabama, looking down into the swift water twenty feet below. The man's hands were 
behind his back, the wrists bound with a cord. A rope closely encircled his neck. It was attached to a stout cross-timber above his head 
and the slack feel to the level of his knees. Some loose boards laid upon the ties supporting the rails of the railway supplied a footing 
for him and his executioners -- two private soldiers of the Federal army, directed by a sergeant who in civil life may have been a 
deputy sheriff. At a short remove upon the same temporary platform was an officer in the uniform of his rank, armed. He was a 
captain. A sentinel at each end of the bridge stood with his rifle in the position known as "support," that is to say, vertical in front of 
the left shoulder, the hammer resting on the forearm thrown straight across the chest -- a formal and unnatural position, enforcing an 
erect carriage of the body. It did not appear to be the duty of these two men to know what was occurring at the center of the bridge; 
they merely blockaded the two ends of the foot planking that traversed it. 

Beyond one of the sentinels nobody was in sight; the railroad ran straight away into a forest for a hundred yards, then, curving, was 
lost to view. Doubtless there was an outpost farther along. The other bank of the stream was open ground -- a gentle slope topped with 
a stockade of vertical tree trunks, loopholed for rifles, with a single embrasure through which protruded the muzzle of a brass cannon 
commanding the bridge. Midway up the slope between the bridge and fort were the spectators -- a single company of infantry in line, 
at "parade rest," the butts of their rifles on the ground, the barrels inclining slightly backward against the right shoulder, the hands 
crossed upon the stock. A lieutenant stood at the right of the line, the point of his sword upon the ground, his left hand resting upon his 



right. Excepting the group of four at the center of the bridge, not a man moved. The company faced the bridge, staring stonily, 
motionless. The sentinels, facing the banks of the stream, might have been statues to adorn the bridge. The captain stood with folded 
arms, silent, observing the work of his subordinates, but making no sign. Death is a dignitary who when he comes announced is to be 
received with formal manifestations of respect, even by those most familiar with him. In the code of military etiquette silence and 
fixity are forms of deference. 

The man who was engaged in being hanged was apparently about thirty-five years of age. He was a civilian, if one might judge from 
his habit, which was that of a planter. His features were good -- a straight nose, firm mouth, broad forehead, from which his long, dark 
hair was combed straight back, falling behind his ears to the collar of his well fitting frock coat. He wore a moustache and pointed 
beard, but no whiskers; his eyes were large and dark gray, and had a kindly expression which one would hardly have expected in one 
whose neck was in the hemp. Evidently this was no vulgar assassin. The liberal military code makes provision for hanging many kinds 
of persons, and gentlemen are not excluded. 

The preparations being complete, the two private soldiers stepped aside and each drew away the plank upon which he had been 
standing. The sergeant turned to the captain, saluted and placed himself immediately behind that officer, who in turn moved apart one 
pace. These movements left the condemned man and the sergeant standing on the two ends of the same plank, which spanned three of 
the cross-ties of the bridge. The end upon which the civilian stood almost, but not quite, reached a fourth. This plank had been held in 
place by the weight of the captain; it was now held by that of the sergeant. At a signal from the former the latter would step aside, the 
plank would tilt and the condemned man go down between two ties. The arrangement commended itself to his judgement as simple 
and effective. His face had not been covered nor his eyes bandaged. He looked a moment at his "unsteadfast footing," then let his gaze 
wander to the swirling water of the stream racing madly beneath his feet. A piece of dancing driftwood caught his attention and his 
eyes followed it down the current. How slowly it appeared to move! What a sluggish stream! 

He closed his eyes in order to fix his last thoughts upon his wife and children. The water, touched to gold by the early sun, the 
brooding mists under the banks at some distance down the stream, the fort, the soldiers, the piece of drift -- all had distracted him. And 
now he became conscious of a new disturbance. Striking through the thought of his dear ones was sound which he could neither 
ignore nor understand, a sharp, distinct, metallic percussion like the stroke of a blacksmith's hammer upon the anvil; it had the same 
ringing quality. He wondered what it was, and whether immeasurably distant or near by -- it seemed both. Its recurrence was regular, 
but as slow as the tolling of a death knell. He awaited each new stroke with impatience and -- he knew not why -- apprehension. The 
intervals of silence grew progressively longer; the delays became maddening. With their greater infrequency the sounds increased in 
strength and sharpness. They hurt his ear like the trust of a knife; he feared he would shriek. What he heard was the ticking of his 
watch. 

He unclosed his eyes and saw again the water below him. "If I could free my hands," he thought, "I might throw off the noose and 
spring into the stream. By diving I could evade the bullets and, swimming vigorously, reach the bank, take to the woods and get away 
home. My home, thank God, is as yet outside their lines; my wife and little ones are still beyond the invader's farthest advance." 

As these thoughts, which have here to be set down in words, were flashed into the doomed man's brain rather than evolved from it the 
captain nodded to the sergeant. The sergeant stepped aside. 

II 

Peyton Fahrquhar was a well to do planter, of an old and highly respected Alabama family. Being a slave owner and like other slave 
owners a politician, he was naturally an original secessionist and ardently devoted to the Southern cause. Circumstances of an 
imperious nature, which it is unnecessary to relate here, had prevented him from taking service with that gallant army which had 
fought the disastrous campaigns ending with the fall of Corinth, and he chafed under the inglorious restraint, longing for the release of 
his energies, the larger life of the soldier, the opportunity for distinction. That opportunity, he felt, would come, as it comes to all in 
wartime. Meanwhile he did what he could. No service was too humble for him to perform in the aid of the South, no adventure to 
perilous for him to undertake if consistent with the character of a civilian who was at heart a soldier, and who in good faith and 
without too much qualification assented to at least a part of the frankly villainous dictum that all is fair in love and war. 

One evening while Fahrquhar and his wife were sitting on a rustic bench near the entrance to his grounds, a gray-clad soldier rode up 
to the gate and asked for a drink of water. Mrs. Fahrquhar was only too happy to serve him with her own white hands. While she was 
fetching the water her husband approached the dusty horseman and inquired eagerly for news from the front. 

"The Yanks are repairing the railroads," said the man, "and are getting ready for another advance. They have reached the Owl Creek 
bridge, put it in order and built a stockade on the north bank. The commandant has issued an order, which is posted everywhere, 
declaring that any civilian caught interfering with the railroad, its bridges, tunnels, or trains will be summarily hanged. I saw the 
order." 



"How far is it to the Owl Creek bridge?" Fahrquhar asked. 

"About thirty miles." 

"Is there no force on this side of the creek?" 

"Only a picket post half a mile out, on the railroad, and a single sentinel at this end of the bridge." 

"Suppose a man -- a civilian and student of hanging -- should elude the picket post and perhaps get the better of the sentinel," said 
Fahrquhar, smiling, "what could he accomplish?" 

The soldier reflected. "I was there a month ago," he replied. "I observed that the flood of last winter had lodged a great quantity of 
driftwood against the wooden pier at this end of the bridge. It is now dry and would burn like tinder." 

The lady had now brought the water, which the soldier drank. He thanked her ceremoniously, bowed to her husband and rode away. 
An hour later, after nightfall, he repassed the plantation, going northward in the direction from which he had come. He was a Federal 
scout. 

III 

As Peyton Fahrquhar fell straight downward through the bridge he lost consciousness and was as one already dead. From this state he 
was awakened -- ages later, it seemed to him -- by the pain of a sharp pressure upon his throat, followed by a sense of suffocation. 
Keen, poignant agonies seemed to shoot from his neck downward through every fiber of his body and limbs. These pains appeared to 
flash along well defined lines of ramification and to beat with an inconceivably rapid periodicity. They seemed like streams of 
pulsating fire heating him to an intolerable temperature. As to his head, he was conscious of nothing but a feeling of fullness -- of 
congestion. These sensations were unaccompanied by thought. The intellectual part of his nature was already effaced; he had power 
only to feel, and feeling was torment. He was conscious of motion. Encompassed in a luminous cloud, of which he was now merely 
the fiery heart, without material substance, he swung through unthinkable arcs of oscillation, like a vast pendulum. Then all at once, 
with terrible suddenness, the light about him shot upward with the noise of a loud splash; a frightful roaring was in his ears, and all 
was cold and dark. The power of thought was restored; he knew that the rope had broken and he had fallen into the stream. There was 
no additional strangulation; the noose about his neck was already suffocating him and kept the water from his lungs. To die of hanging 
at the bottom of a river! -- the idea seemed to him ludicrous. He opened his eyes in the darkness and saw above him a gleam of light, 
but how distant, how inaccessible! He was still sinking, for the light became fainter and fainter until it was a mere glimmer. Then it 
began to grow and brighten, and he knew that he was rising toward the surface -- knew it with reluctance, for he was now very 
comfortable. "To be hanged and drowned," he thought, "that is not so bad; but I do not wish to be shot. No; I will not be shot; that is 
not fair." 

He was not conscious of an effort, but a sharp pain in his wrist apprised him that he was trying to free his hands. He gave the struggle 
his attention, as an idler might observe the feat of a juggler, without interest in the outcome. What splendid effort! -- what magnificent, 
what superhuman strength! Ah, that was a fine endeavor! Bravo! The cord fell away; his arms parted and floated upward, the hands 
dimly seen on each side in the growing light. He watched them with a new interest as first one and then the other pounced upon the 
noose at his neck. They tore it away and thrust it fiercely aside, its undulations resembling those of a water snake. "Put it back, put it 
back!" He thought he shouted these words to his hands, for the undoing of the noose had been succeeded by the direst pang that he had 
yet experienced. His neck ached horribly; his brain was on fire, his heart, which had been fluttering faintly, gave a great leap, trying to 
force itself out at his mouth. His whole body was racked and wrenched with an insupportable anguish! But his disobedient hands gave 
no heed to the command. They beat the water vigorously with quick, downward strokes, forcing him to the surface. He felt his head 
emerge; his eyes were blinded by the sunlight; his chest expanded convulsively, and with a supreme and crowning agony his lungs 
engulfed a great draught of air, which instantly he expelled in a shriek! 

He was now in full possession of his physical senses. They were, indeed, preternaturally keen and alert. Something in the awful 
disturbance of his organic system had so exalted and refined them that they made record of things never before perceived. He felt the 
ripples upon his face and heard their separate sounds as they struck. He looked at the forest on the bank of the stream, saw the 
individual trees, the leaves and the veining of each leaf -- he saw the very insects upon them: the locusts, the brilliant bodied flies, the 
gray spiders stretching their webs from twig to twig. He noted the prismatic colors in all the dewdrops upon a million blades of grass. 
The humming of the gnats that danced above the eddies of the stream, the beating of the dragon flies' wings, the strokes of the water 
spiders' legs, like oars which had lifted their boat -- all these made audible music. A fish slid along beneath his eyes and he heard the 
rush of its body parting the water. 

He had come to the surface facing down the stream; in a moment the visible world seemed to wheel slowly round, himself the pivotal 
point, and he saw the bridge, the fort, the soldiers upon the bridge, the captain, the sergeant, the two privates, his executioners. They 



were in silhouette against the blue sky. They shouted and gesticulated, pointing at him. The captain had drawn his pistol, but did not 
fire; the others were unarmed. Their movements were grotesque and horrible, their forms gigantic. 

Suddenly he heard a sharp report and something struck the water smartly within a few inches of his head, spattering his face with 
spray. He heard a second report, and saw one of the sentinels with his rifle at his shoulder, a light cloud of blue smoke rising from the 
muzzle. The man in the water saw the eye of the man on the bridge gazing into his own through the sights of the rifle. He observed 
that it was a gray eye and remembered having read that gray eyes were keenest, and that all famous marksmen had them. 
Nevertheless, this one had missed. 

A counter-swirl had caught Fahrquhar and turned him half round; he was again looking at the forest on the bank opposite the fort. The 
sound of a clear, high voice in a monotonous singsong now rang out behind him and came across the water with a distinctness that 
pierced and subdued all other sounds, even the beating of the ripples in his ears. Although no soldier, he had frequented camps enough 
to know the dread significance of that deliberate, drawling, aspirated chant; the lieutenant on shore was taking a part in the morning's 
work. How coldly and pitilessly -- with what an even, calm intonation, presaging, and enforcing tranquility in the men -- with what 
accurately measured interval fell those cruel words: 

"Company! . . . Attention! . . . Shoulder arms! . . . Ready! . . . Aim! . . . Fire!" 

Fahrquhar dived -- dived as deeply as he could. The water roared in his ears like the voice of Niagara, yet he heard the dull thunder of 
the volley and, rising again toward the surface, met shining bits of metal, singularly flattened, oscillating slowly downward. Some of 
them touched him on the face and hands, then fell away, continuing their descent. One lodged between his collar and neck; it was 
uncomfortably warm and he snatched it out. 

As he rose to the surface, gasping for breath, he saw that he had been a long time under water; he was perceptibly farther downstream 
-- nearer to safety. The soldiers had almost finished reloading; the metal ramrods flashed all at once in the sunshine as they were 
drawn from the barrels, turned in the air, and thrust into their sockets. The two sentinels fired again, independently and ineffectually. 

The hunted man saw all this over his shoulder; he was now swimming vigorously with the current. His brain was as energetic as his 
arms and legs; he thought with the rapidity of lightning: 

"The officer," he reasoned, "will not make that martinet's error a second time. It is as easy to dodge a volley as a single shot. He has 
probably already given the command to fire at will. God help me, I cannot dodge them all!" 

An appalling splash within two yards of him was followed by a loud, rushing sound, DIMINUENDO, which seemed to travel back 
through the air to the fort and died in an explosion which stirred the very river to its deeps! A rising sheet of water curved over him, 
fell down upon him, blinded him, strangled him! The cannon had taken an hand in the game. As he shook his head free from the 
commotion of the smitten water he heard the deflected shot humming through the air ahead, and in an instant it was cracking and 
smashing the branches in the forest beyond. 

"They will not do that again," he thought; "the next time they will use a charge of grape. I must keep my eye upon the gun; the smoke 
will apprise me -- the report arrives too late; it lags behind the missile. That is a good gun." 

Suddenly he felt himself whirled round and round -- spinning like a top. The water, the banks, the forests, the now distant bridge, fort 
and men, all were commingled and blurred. Objects were represented by their colors only; circular horizontal streaks of color -- that 
was all he saw. He had been caught in a vortex and was being whirled on with a velocity of advance and gyration that made him giddy 
and sick. In few moments he was flung upon the gravel at the foot of the left bank of the stream -- the southern bank -- and behind a 
projecting point which concealed him from his enemies. The sudden arrest of his motion, the abrasion of one of his hands on the 
gravel, restored him, and he wept with delight. He dug his fingers into the sand, threw it over himself in handfuls and audibly blessed 
it. It looked like diamonds, rubies, emeralds; he could think of nothing beautiful which it did not resemble. The trees upon the bank 
were giant garden plants; he noted a definite order in their arrangement, inhaled the fragrance of their blooms. A strange roseate light 
shone through the spaces among their trunks and the wind made in their branches the music of AEolian harps. He had not wish to 
perfect his escape -- he was content to remain in that enchanting spot until retaken. 

A whiz and a rattle of grapeshot among the branches high above his head roused him from his dream. The baffled cannoneer had fired 
him a random farewell. He sprang to his feet, rushed up the sloping bank, and plunged into the forest. 

All that day he traveled, laying his course by the rounding sun. The forest seemed interminable; nowhere did he discover a break in it, 
not even a woodman's road. He had not known that he lived in so wild a region. There was something uncanny in the revelation. 



By nightfall he was fatigued, footsore, famished. The thought of his wife and children urged him on. At last he found a road which led 
him in what he knew to be the right direction. It was as wide and straight as a city street, yet it seemed untraveled. No fields bordered 
it, no dwelling anywhere. Not so much as the barking of a dog suggested human habitation. The black bodies of the trees formed a 
straight wall on both sides, terminating on the horizon in a point, like a diagram in a lesson in perspective. Overhead, as he looked up 
through this rift in the wood, shone great golden stars looking unfamiliar and grouped in strange constellations. He was sure they were 
arranged in some order which had a secret and malign significance. The wood on either side was full of singular noises, among which 
-- once, twice, and again -- he distinctly heard whispers in an unknown tongue. 

His neck was in pain and lifting his hand to it found it horribly swollen. He knew that it had a circle of black where the rope had 
bruised it. His eyes felt congested; he could no longer close them. His tongue was swollen with thirst; he relieved its fever by thrusting 
it forward from between his teeth into the cold air. How softly the turf had carpeted the untraveled avenue -- he could no longer feel 
the roadway beneath his feet! 

Doubtless, despite his suffering, he had fallen asleep while walking, for now he sees another scene -- perhaps he has merely recovered 
from a delirium. He stands at the gate of his own home. All is as he left it, and all bright and beautiful in the morning sunshine. He 
must have traveled the entire night. As he pushes open the gate and passes up the wide white walk, he sees a flutter of female 
garments; his wife, looking fresh and cool and sweet, steps down from the veranda to meet him. At the bottom of the steps she stands 
waiting, with a smile of ineffable joy, an attitude of matchless grace and dignity. Ah, how beautiful she is! He springs forwards with 
extended arms. As he is about to clasp her he feels a stunning blow upon the back of the neck; a blinding white light blazes all about 
him with a sound like the shock of a cannon -- then all is darkness and silence! 

Peyton Fahrquhar was dead; his body, with a broken neck, swung gently from side to side beneath the timbers of the Owl Creek 
bridge. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
A Sound of Thunder 

By Ray Bradbury 

 The sign on the wall seemed to quaver under a film of sliding warm water. Eckels felt his eyelids blink over his stare, and the sign 
burned in this momentary darkness:  

TIME SAFARI, INC. 
SAFARIS TO ANY YEAR IN THE PAST. 
YOU NAME THE ANIMAL. 
WE TAKE YOU THERE. 
YOU SHOOT IT. 

Warm phlegm gathered in Eckels' throat; he swallowed and pushed it down. The muscles around his mouth formed a smile as he put 
his hand slowly out upon the air, and in that hand waved a check for ten thousand dollars to the man behind the desk. 

"Does this safari guarantee I come back alive?" 

"We guarantee nothing," said the official, "except the dinosaurs." He turned. "This is Mr. Travis, your Safari Guide in the Past. He'll 
tell you what and where to shoot. If he says no shooting, no shooting. If you disobey instructions, there's a stiff penalty of another ten 
thousand dollars, plus possible government action, on your return." 

Eckels glanced across the vast office at a mass and tangle, a snaking and humming of wires and steel boxes, at an aurora that flickered 
now orange, now silver, now blue. There was a sound like a gigantic bonfire burning all of Time, all the years and all the parchment 
calendars, all the hours piled high and set aflame. 

A touch of the hand and this burning would, on the instant, beautifully reverse itself. Eckels remembered the wording in the 
advertisements to the letter. Out of chars and ashes, out of dust and coals, like golden salamanders, the old years, the green years, 
might leap; roses sweeten the air, white hair turn Irish-black, wrinkles vanish; all, everything fly back to seed, flee death, rush down to 
their beginnings, suns rise in western skies and set in glorious easts, moons eat themselves opposite to the custom, all and everything 
cupping one in another like Chinese boxes, rabbits into hats, all and everything returning to the fresh death, the seed death, the green 
death, to the time before the beginning. A touch of a hand might do it, the merest touch of a hand. 



"Unbelievable." Eckels breathed, the light of the Machine on his thin face. "A real Time Machine." He shook his head. "Makes you 
think, If the election had gone badly yesterday, I might be here now running away from the results. Thank God Keith won. He'll make 
a fine President of the United States." 

"Yes," said the man behind the desk. "We're lucky. If Deutscher had gotten in, we'd have the worst kind of dictatorship. There's an anti 
everything man for you, a militarist, anti-Christ, anti-human, anti-intellectual. People called us up, you know, joking but not joking. 
Said if Deutscher became President they wanted to go live in 1492. Of course it's not our business to conduct Escapes, but to form 
Safaris. Anyway, Keith's President now. All you got to worry about is-" 

"Shooting my dinosaur," Eckels finished it for him. 

"A Tyrannosaurus Rex. The Tyrant Lizard, the most incredible monster in history. Sign this release. Anything happens to you, we're 
not responsible. Those dinosaurs are hungry." 

Eckels flushed angrily. "Trying to scare me!" 

"Frankly, yes. We don't want anyone going who'll panic at the first shot. Six Safari leaders were killed last year, and a dozen hunters. 
We're here to give you the severest thrill a real hunter ever asked for. Traveling you back sixty million years to bag the biggest game 
in all of Time. Your personal check's still there. Tear it up."Mr. Eckels looked at the check. His fingers twitched. 

"Good luck," said the man behind the desk. "Mr. Travis, he's all yours." 

They moved silently across the room, taking their guns with them, toward the Machine, toward the silver metal and the roaring light. 

First a day and then a night and then a day and then a night, then it was day-night-day-night. A week, a month, a year, a decade! A.D. 
2055. A.D. 2019. 1999! 1957! Gone! The Machine roared. 

They put on their oxygen helmets and tested the intercoms. 

Eckels swayed on the padded seat, his face pale, his jaw stiff. He felt the trembling in his arms and he looked down and found his 
hands tight on the new rifle. There were four other men in the Machine. Travis, the Safari Leader, his assistant, Lesperance, and two 
other hunters, Billings and Kramer. They sat looking at each other, and the years blazed around them. 

"Can these guns get a dinosaur cold?" Eckels felt his mouth saying. 

"If you hit them right," said Travis on the helmet radio. "Some dinosaurs have two brains, one in the head, another far down the spinal 
column. We stay away from those. That's stretching luck. Put your first two shots into the eyes, if you can, blind them, and go back 
into the brain." 

The Machine howled. Time was a film run backward. Suns fled and ten million moons fled after them. "Think," said Eckels. "Every 
hunter that ever lived would envy us today. This makes Africa seem like Illinois." 

The Machine slowed; its scream fell to a murmur. The Machine stopped. 

The sun stopped in the sky. 

The fog that had enveloped the Machine blew away and they were in an old time, a very old time indeed, three hunters and two Safari 
Heads with their blue metal guns across their knees. 

"Christ isn't born yet," said Travis, "Moses has not gone to the mountains to talk with God. The Pyramids are still in the earth, waiting 
to be cut out and put up. Remember that. Alexander, Caesar, Napoleon, Hitler-none of them exists." The man nodded. 

"That" - Mr. Travis pointed - "is the jungle of sixty million two thousand and fifty-five years before President Keith." 

He indicated a metal path that struck off into green wilderness, over streaming swamp, among giant ferns and palms. 

"And that," he said, "is the Path, laid by Time Safari for your use, 



It floats six inches above the earth. Doesn't touch so much as one grass blade, flower, or tree. It's an anti-gravity metal. Its purpose is 
to keep you from touching this world of the past in any way. Stay on the Path. Don't go off it. I repeat. Don't go off. For any reason! If 
you fall off, there's a penalty. And don't shoot any animal we don't okay." 

"Why?" asked Eckels. 

They sat in the ancient wilderness. Far birds' cries blew on a wind, and the smell of tar and an old salt sea, moist grasses, and flowers 
the color of blood. 

"We don't want to change the Future. We don't belong here in the Past. The government doesn't like us here. We have to pay big graft 
to keep our franchise. A Time Machine is finicky business. Not knowing it, we might kill an important animal, a small bird, a roach, a 
flower even, thus destroying an important link in a growing species." 

"That's not clear," said Eckels. 

"All right," Travis continued, "say we accidentally kill one mouse here. That means all the future families of this one particular mouse 
are destroyed, right?" 

"Right" 

"And all the families of the families of the families of that one mouse! With a stamp of your foot, you annihilate first one, then a 
dozen, then a thousand, a million, a billion possible mice!" 

"So they're dead," said Eckels. "So what?" 

"So what?" Travis snorted quietly. "Well, what about the foxes that'll need those mice to survive? For want of ten mice, a fox dies. For 
want of ten foxes a lion starves. For want of a lion, all manner of insects, vultures, infinite billions of life forms are thrown into chaos 
and destruction. Eventually it all boils down to this: fifty-nine million years later, a caveman, one of a dozen on the entire world, goes 
hunting wild boar or saber-toothed tiger for food. But you, friend, have stepped on all the tigers in that region. By stepping on one 
single mouse. So the caveman starves. And the caveman, please note, is not just any expendable man, no! He is an entire future nation. 
From his loins would have sprung ten sons. From their loins one hundred sons, and thus onward to a civilization. Destroy this one 
man, and you destroy a race, a people, an entire history of life. It is comparable to slaying some of Adam's grandchildren. The stomp 
of your foot, on one mouse, could start an earthquake, the effects of which could shake our earth and destinies down through Time, to 
their very foundations. With the death of that one caveman, a billion others yet unborn are throttled in the womb. Perhaps Rome never 
rises on its seven hills. Perhaps Europe is forever a dark forest, and only Asia waxes healthy and teeming. Step on a mouse and you 
crush the Pyramids. Step on a mouse and you leave your print, like a Grand Canyon, across Eternity. Queen Elizabeth might never be 
born, Washington might not cross the Delaware, there might never be a United States at all. So be careful. Stay on the Path. Never 
step off!" 

"I see," said Eckels. "Then it wouldn't pay for us even to touch the grass?" 

"Correct. Crushing certain plants could add up infinitesimally. A little error here would multiply in sixty million years, all out of 
proportion. Of course maybe our theory is wrong. Maybe Time can't be changed by us. Or maybe it can be changed only in little 
subtle ways. A dead mouse here makes an insect imbalance there, a population disproportion later, a bad harvest further on, a 
depression, mass starvation, and finally, a change in social temperament in far-flung countries. Something much more subtle, like that. 
Perhaps only a soft breath, a whisper, a hair, pollen on the air, such a slight, slight change that unless you looked close you wouldn't 
see it. Who knows? Who really can say he knows? We don't know. We're guessing. But until we do know for certain whether our 
messing around in Time can make a big roar or a little rustle in history, we're being careful. This Machine, this Path, your clothing and 
bodies, were sterilized, as you know, before the journey. We wear these oxygen helmets so we can't introduce our bacteria into an 
ancient atmosphere." 

"How do we know which animals to shoot?" 

"They're marked with red paint," said Travis. "Today, before our journey, we sent Lesperance here back with the Machine. He came to 
this particular era and followed certain animals." 

"Studying them?" 



"Right," said Lesperance. "I track them through their entire existence, noting which of them lives longest. Very few. How many times 
they mate. Not often. Life's short, When I find one that's going to die when a tree falls on him, or one that drowns in a tar pit, I note 
the exact hour, minute, and second. I shoot a paint bomb. It leaves a red patch on his side. We can't miss it. Then I correlate our arrival 
in the Past so that we meet the Monster not more than two minutes before he would have died anyway. This way, we kill only animals 
with no future, that are never going to mate again. You see how careful we are?" 

"But if you come back this morning in Time," said Eckels eagerly, you must've bumped into us, our Safari! How did it turn out? Was 
it successful? Did all of us get through-alive?" 

Travis and Lesperance gave each other a look. 

"That'd be a paradox," said the latter. "Time doesn't permit that sort of mess-a man meeting himself. When such occasions threaten, 
Time steps aside. Like an airplane hitting an air pocket. You felt the Machine jump just before we stopped? That was us passing 
ourselves on the way back to the Future. We saw nothing. There's no way of telling if this expedition was a success, if we got our 
monster, or whether all of us - meaning you, Mr. Eckels - got out alive." 

Eckels smiled palely. 

"Cut that," said Travis sharply. "Everyone on his feet!" 

They were ready to leave the Machine. 

The jungle was high and the jungle was broad and the jungle was the entire world forever and forever. Sounds like music and sounds 
like flying tents filled the sky, and those were pterodactyls soaring with cavernous gray wings, gigantic bats of delirium and night 
fever.  

Eckels, balanced on the narrow Path, aimed his rifle playfully. 

"Stop that!" said Travis. "Don't even aim for fun, blast you! If your guns should go off - - " 

Eckels flushed. "Where's our Tyrannosaurus?" 

Lesperance checked his wristwatch. "Up ahead, We'll bisect his trail in sixty seconds. Look for the red paint! Don't shoot till we give 
the word. Stay on the Path. Stay on the Path!" 

They moved forward in the wind of morning. 

"Strange," murmured Eckels. "Up ahead, sixty million years, Election Day over. Keith made President. Everyone celebrating. And 
here we are, a million years lost, and they don't exist. The things we worried about for months, a lifetime, not even born or thought of 
yet." 

"Safety catches off, everyone!" ordered Travis. "You, first shot, Eckels. Second, Billings, Third, Kramer." 

"I've hunted tiger, wild boar, buffalo, elephant, but now, this is it," said Eckels. "I'm shaking like a kid." 

"Ah," said Travis. 

Everyone stopped. 

Travis raised his hand. "Ahead," he whispered. "In the mist. There he is. There's His Royal Majesty now." 

The jungle was wide and full of twitterings, rustlings, murmurs, and sighs. 

Suddenly it all ceased, as if someone had shut a door. 

Silence. 



A sound of thunder. 

Out of the mist, one hundred yards away, came Tyrannosaurus Rex. 

"It," whispered Eckels. "It...... 

"Sh!" 

It came on great oiled, resilient, striding legs. It towered thirty feet above half of the trees, a great evil god, folding its delicate 
watchmaker's claws close to its oily reptilian chest. Each lower leg was a piston, a thousand pounds of white bone, sunk in thick ropes 
of muscle, sheathed over in a gleam of pebbled skin like the mail of a terrible warrior. Each thigh was a ton of meat, ivory, and steel 
mesh. And from the great breathing cage of the upper body those two delicate arms dangled out front, arms with hands which might 
pick up and examine men like toys, while the snake neck coiled. And the head itself, a ton of sculptured stone, lifted easily upon the 
sky. Its mouth gaped, exposing a fence of teeth like daggers. Its eyes rolled, ostrich eggs, empty of all expression save hunger. It 
closed its mouth in a death grin. It ran, its pelvic bones crushing aside trees and bushes, its taloned feet clawing damp earth, leaving 
prints six inches deep wherever it settled its weight. 

It ran with a gliding ballet step, far too poised and balanced for its ten tons. It moved into a sunlit area warily, its beautifully reptilian 
hands feeling the air. 

"Why, why," Eckels twitched his mouth. "It could reach up and grab the moon." 

"Sh!" Travis jerked angrily. "He hasn't seen us yet." 

"It can't be killed," Eckels pronounced this verdict quietly, as if there could be no argument. He had weighed the evidence and this was 
his considered opinion. The rifle in his hands seemed a cap gun. "We were fools to come. This is impossible." 

"Shut up!" hissed Travis. 

"Nightmare." 

"Turn around," commanded Travis. "Walk quietly to the Machine. We'll remit half your fee." 

"I didn't realize it would be this big," said Eckels. "I miscalculated, that's all. And now I want out." 

"It sees us!" 

"There's the red paint on its chest!" 

The Tyrant Lizard raised itself. Its armored flesh glittered like a thousand green coins. The coins, crusted with slime, steamed. In the 
slime, tiny insects wriggled, so that the entire body seemed to twitch and undulate, even while the monster itself did not move. It 
exhaled. The stink of raw flesh blew down the wilderness. 

"Get me out of here," said Eckels. "It was never like this before. I was always sure I'd come through alive. I had good guides, good 
safaris, and safety. This time, I figured wrong. I've met my match and admit it. This is too much for me to get hold of." 

"Don't run," said Lesperance. "Turn around. Hide in the Machine." 

"Yes." Eckels seemed to be numb. He looked at his feet as if trying to make them move. He gave a grunt of helplessness. 

"Eckels!" 

He took a few steps, blinking, shuffling. 

"Not that way!" 



The Monster, at the first motion, lunged forward with a terrible scream. It covered one hundred yards in six seconds. The rifles jerked 
up and blazed fire. A windstorm from the beast's mouth engulfed them in the stench of slime and old blood. The Monster roared, teeth 
glittering with sun. 

The rifles cracked again, Their sound was lost in shriek and lizard thunder. The great level of the reptile's tail swung up, lashed 
sideways. Trees exploded in clouds of leaf and branch. The Monster twitched its jeweler's hands down to fondle at the men, to twist 
them in half, to crush them like berries, to cram them into its teeth and its screaming throat. Its boulderstone eyes leveled with the 
men. They saw themselves mirrored. They fired at the metallic eyelids and the blazing black iris, 

Like a stone idol, like a mountain avalanche, Tyrannosaurus fell. 

Thundering, it clutched trees, pulled them with it. It wrenched and tore the metal Path. The men flung themselves back and away. The 
body hit, ten tons of cold flesh and stone. The guns fired. The Monster lashed its armored tail, twitched its snake jaws, and lay still. A 
fount of blood spurted from its throat. Somewhere inside, a sac of fluids burst. Sickening gushes drenched the hunters. They stood, red 
and glistening. 

The thunder faded. 

The jungle was silent. After the avalanche, a green peace. After the nightmare, morning. 

Billings and Kramer sat on the pathway and threw up. Travis and Lesperance stood with smoking rifles, cursing steadily. In the Time 
Machine, on his face, Eckels lay shivering. He had found his way back to the Path, climbed into the Machine. 

Travis came walking, glanced at Eckels, took cotton gauze from a metal box, and returned to the others, who were sitting on the Path. 

"Clean up." 

They wiped the blood from their helmets. They began to curse too. The Monster lay, a hill of solid flesh. Within, you could hear the 
sighs and murmurs as the furthest chambers of it died, the organs malfunctioning, liquids running a final instant from pocket to sac to 
spleen, everything shutting off, closing up forever. It was like standing by a wrecked locomotive or a steam shovel at quitting time, all 
valves being released or levered tight. Bones cracked; the tonnage of its own flesh, off balance, dead weight, snapped the delicate 
forearms, caught underneath. The meat settled, quivering. 

Another cracking sound. Overhead, a gigantic tree branch broke from its heavy mooring, fell. It crashed upon the dead beast with 
finality. 

"There." Lesperance checked his watch. "Right on time. That's the giant tree that was scheduled to fall and kill this animal originally." 
He glanced at the two hunters. "You want the trophy picture?" 

"What?" 

"We can't take a trophy back to the Future. The body has to stay right here where it would have died originally, so the insects, birds, 
and bacteria can get at it, as they were intended to. Everything in balance. The body stays. But we can take a picture of you standing 
near it." 

The two men tried to think, but gave up, shaking their heads. 

They let themselves be led along the metal Path. They sank wearily into the Machine cushions. They gazed back at the ruined 
Monster, the stagnating mound, where already strange reptilian birds and golden insects were busy at the steaming armor. A sound on 
the floor of the Time Machine stiffened them. Eckels sat there, shivering. 

"I'm sorry," he said at last. 

"Get up!" cried Travis. 

Eckels got up. 

"Go out on that Path alone," said Travis. He had his rifle pointed, "You're not coming back in the Machine. We're leaving you here!" 



Lesperance seized Travis's arm. "Wait-" 

"Stay out of this!" Travis shook his hand away. "This fool nearly killed us. But it isn't that so much, no. It's his shoes! Look at them! 
He ran off the Path. That ruins us! We'll forfeit! Thousands of dollars of insurance! We guarantee no one leaves the Path. He left it. 
Oh, the fool! I'll have to report to the government. They might revoke our license to travel. Who knows what he's done to Time, to 
History!" 

"Take it easy, all he did was kick up some dirt." 

"How do we know?" cried Travis. "We don't know anything! It's all a mystery! Get out of here, Eckels!" 

Eckels fumbled his shirt. "I'll pay anything. A hundred thousand dollars!" 

Travis glared at Eckels' checkbook and spat. "Go out there. The Monster's next to the Path. Stick your arms up to your elbows in his 
mouth. Then you can come back with us." 

"That's unreasonable!" 

"The Monster's dead, you idiot. The bullets! The bullets can't be left behind. They don't belong in the Past; they might change 
anything. Here's my knife. Dig them out!" 

The jungle was alive again, full of the old tremorings and bird cries. Eckels turned slowly to regard the primeval garbage dump, that 
hill of nightmares and terror. After a long time, like a sleepwalker he shuffled out along the Path. 

He returned, shuddering, five minutes later, his arms soaked and red to the elbows. He held out his hands. Each held a number of steel 
bullets. Then he fell. He lay where he fell, not moving. 

"You didn't have to make him do that," said Lesperance. 

"Didn't I? It's too early to tell." Travis nudged the still body. "He'll live. Next time he won't go hunting game like this. Okay." He 
jerked his thumb wearily at Lesperance. "Switch on. Let's go home." 

1492. 1776. 1812. 

They cleaned their hands and faces. They changed their caking shirts and pants. Eckels was up and around again, not speaking. Travis 
glared at him for a full ten minutes. 

"Don't look at me," cried Eckels. "I haven't done anything." 

"Who can tell?" 

"Just ran off the Path, that's all, a little mud on my shoes-what do you want me to do-get down and pray?" 

"We might need it. I'm warning you, Eckels, I might kill you yet. I've got my gun ready." 

"I'm innocent. I've done nothing!" 

1999.2000.2055. 

The Machine stopped. 

"Get out," said Travis. 

The room was there as they had left it. But not the same as they had left it. The same man sat behind the same desk. But the same man 
did not quite sit behind the same desk. Travis looked around swiftly. "Everything okay here?" he snapped.  

"Fine. Welcome home!" 



Travis did not relax. He seemed to be looking through the one high window. 

"Okay, Eckels, get out. Don't ever come back." Eckels could not move. 

"You heard me," said Travis. "What're you staring at?" 

Eckels stood smelling of the air, and there was a thing to the air, a chemical taint so subtle, so slight, that only a faint cry of his 
subliminal senses warned him it was there. The colors, white, gray, blue, orange, in the wall, in the furniture, in the sky beyond the 
window, were . . . were . . . . And there was a feel. His flesh twitched. His hands twitched. He stood drinking the oddness with the 
pores of his body. Somewhere, someone must have been screaming one of those whistles that only a dog can hear. His body screamed 
silence in return. Beyond this room, beyond this wall, beyond this man who was not quite the same man seated at this desk that was 
not quite the same desk . . . lay an entire world of streets and people. What sort of world it was now, there was no telling. He could 
feel them moving there, beyond the walls, almost, like so many chess pieces blown in a dry wind .... 

But the immediate thing was the sign painted on the office wall, the same sign he had read earlier today on first entering. Somehow, 
the sign had changed: 

TYME SEFARI INC. 
SEFARIS TU ANY YEER EN THE PAST. 
YU NAIM THE ANIMALL. 
WEE TAEK YU THAIR. 
YU SHOOT ITT. 

Eckels felt himself fall into a chair. He fumbled crazily at the thick slime on his boots. He held up a clod of dirt, trembling, "No, it 
can't be. Not a little thing like that. No!" 

Embedded in the mud, glistening green and gold and black, was a butterfly, very beautiful and very dead. 

"Not a little thing like that! Not a butterfly!" cried Eckels. 

It fell to the floor, an exquisite thing, a small thing that could upset balances and knock down a line of small dominoes and then big 
dominoes and then gigantic dominoes, all down the years across Time. Eckels' mind whirled. It couldn't change things. Killing one 
butterfly couldn't be that important! Could it? 

His face was cold. His mouth trembled, asking: "Who - who won the presidential election yesterday?" 

The man behind the desk laughed. "You joking? You know very well. Deutscher, of course! Who else? Not that fool weakling Keith. 
We got an iron man now, a man with guts!" The official stopped. "What's wrong?" 

Eckels moaned. He dropped to his knees. He scrabbled at the golden butterfly with shaking fingers. "Can't we," he pleaded to the 
world, to himself, to the officials, to the Machine, "can't we take it back, can't we make it alive again? Can't we start over? Can't we-" 

He did not move. Eyes shut, he waited, shivering. He heard Travis breathe loud in the room; he heard Travis shift his rifle, click the 
safety catch, and raise the weapon. 

There was a sound of thunder. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Harrison Bergeron 
By Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. 

THE YEAR WAS 2081, and everybody was finally equal. They weren't only equal before God and the law. They were equal every 
which way. Nobody was smarter than anybody else. Nobody was better looking than anybody else. Nobody was stronger or quicker 
than anybody else. All this equality was due to the 211th, 212th, and 213th Amendments to the Constitution, and to the unceasing 
vigilance of agents of the United States Handicapper General.  

Some things about living still weren't quite right, though. April for instance, still drove people crazy by not being springtime. And it 
was in that clammy month that the H-G men took George and Hazel Bergeron's fourteen-year-old son, Harrison, away.  



It was tragic, all right, but George and Hazel couldn't think about it very hard. Hazel had a perfectly average intelligence, which meant 
she couldn't think about anything except in short bursts. And George, while his intelligence was way above normal, had a little mental 
handicap radio in his ear. He was required by law to wear it at all times. It was tuned to a government transmitter. Every twenty 
seconds or so, the transmitter would send out some sharp noise to keep people like George from taking unfair advantage of their 
brains.  

George and Hazel were watching television. There were tears on Hazel's cheeks, but she'd forgotten for the moment what they were 
about.  

On the television screen were ballerinas.  

A buzzer sounded in George's head. His thoughts fled in panic, like bandits from a burglar alarm.  

"That was a real pretty dance, that dance they just did," said Hazel.  

"Huh" said George.  

"That dance-it was nice," said Hazel.  

"Yup," said George. He tried to think a little about the ballerinas. They weren't really very good-no better than anybody else would 
have been, anyway. They were burdened with sash weights and bags of birdshot, and their faces were masked, so that no one, seeing a 
free and graceful gesture or a pretty face, would feel like something the cat drug in. George was toying with the vague notion that 
maybe dancers shouldn't be handicapped. But he didn't get very far with it before another noise in his ear radio scattered his thoughts.  

George winced. So did two out of the eight ballerinas.  

Hazel saw him wince. Having no mental handicap herself, she had to ask George what the latest sound had been.  

"Sounded like somebody hitting a milk bottle with a ball peen hammer," said George.  

"I'd think it would be real interesting, hearing all the different sounds," said Hazel a little envious. "All the things they think up."  

"Um," said George.  

"Only, if I was Handicapper General, you know what I would do?" said Hazel. Hazel, as a matter of fact, bore a strong resemblance to 
the Handicapper General, a woman named Diana Moon Glampers. "If I was Diana Moon Glampers," said Hazel, "I'd have chimes on 
Sunday-just chimes. Kind of in honor of religion."  

"I could think, if it was just chimes," said George.  

"Well-maybe make 'em real loud," said Hazel. "I think I'd make a good Handicapper General."  

"Good as anybody else," said George.  

"Who knows better than I do what normal is?" said Hazel.  

"Right," said George. He began to think glimmeringly about his abnormal son who was now in jail, about Harrison, but a twenty-one-
gun salute in his head stopped that.  

"Boy!" said Hazel, "that was a doozy, wasn't it?"  

It was such a doozy that George was white and trembling, and tears stood on the rims of his red eyes. Two of of the eight ballerinas 
had collapsed to the studio floor, were holding their temples.  

"All of a sudden you look so tired," said Hazel. "Why don't you stretch out on the sofa, so's you can rest your handicap bag on the 
pillows, honeybunch." She was referring to the forty-seven pounds of birdshot in a canvas bag, which was padlocked around George's 
neck. "Go on and rest the bag for a little while," she said. "I don't care if you're not equal to me for a while."  



George weighed the bag with his hands. "I don't mind it," he said. "I don't notice it any more. It's just a part of me."  

"You been so tired lately-kind of wore out," said Hazel. "If there was just some way we could make a little hole in the bottom of the 
bag, and just take out a few of them lead balls. Just a few."  

"Two years in prison and two thousand dollars fine for every ball I took out," said George. "I don't call that a bargain."  

"If you could just take a few out when you came home from work," said Hazel. "I mean-you don't compete with anybody around here. 
You just sit around."  

"If I tried to get away with it," said George, "then other people'd get away with it-and pretty soon we'd be right back to the dark ages 
again, with everybody competing against everybody else. You wouldn't like that, would you?"  

"I'd hate it," said Hazel.  

"There you are," said George. The minute people start cheating on laws, what do you think happens to society?"  

If Hazel hadn't been able to come up with an answer to this question, George couldn't have supplied one. A siren was going off in his 
head.  

"Reckon it'd fall all apart," said Hazel.  

"What would?" said George blankly.  

"Society," said Hazel uncertainly. "Wasn't that what you just said?  

"Who knows?" said George.  

The television program was suddenly interrupted for a news bulletin. It wasn't clear at first as to what the bulletin was about, since the 
announcer, like all announcers, had a serious speech impediment. For about half a minute, and in a state of high excitement, the 
announcer tried to say, "Ladies and Gentlemen."  

He finally gave up, handed the bulletin to a ballerina to read.  

"That's all right-" Hazel said of the announcer, "he tried. That's the big thing. He tried to do the best he could with what God gave him. 
He should get a nice raise for trying so hard."  

"Ladies and Gentlemen," said the ballerina, reading the bulletin. She must have been extraordinarily beautiful, because the mask she 
wore was hideous. And it was easy to see that she was the strongest and most graceful of all the dancers, for her handicap bags were as 
big as those worn by two-hundred pound men.  

And she had to apologize at once for her voice, which was a very unfair voice for a woman to use. Her voice was a warm, luminous, 
timeless melody. "Excuse me-" she said, and she began again, making her voice absolutely uncompetitive.  

"Harrison Bergeron, age fourteen," she said in a grackle squawk, "has just escaped from jail, where he was held on suspicion of 
plotting to overthrow the government. He is a genius and an athlete, is under-handicapped, and should be regarded as extremely 
dangerous."  

A police photograph of Harrison Bergeron was flashed on the screen-upside down, then sideways, upside down again, then right side 
up. The picture showed the full length of Harrison against a background calibrated in feet and inches. He was exactly seven feet tall.  

The rest of Harrison's appearance was Halloween and hardware. Nobody had ever born heavier handicaps. He had outgrown 
hindrances faster than the H-G men could think them up. Instead of a little ear radio for a mental handicap, he wore a tremendous pair 
of earphones, and spectacles with thick wavy lenses. The spectacles were intended to make him not only half blind, but to give him 
whanging headaches besides.  

Scrap metal was hung all over him. Ordinarily, there was a certain symmetry, a military neatness to the handicaps issued to strong 
people, but Harrison looked like a walking junkyard. In the race of life, Harrison carried three hundred pounds.  



And to offset his good looks, the H-G men required that he wear at all times a red rubber ball for a nose, keep his eyebrows shaved 
off, and cover his even white teeth with black caps at snaggle-tooth random.  

"If you see this boy," said the ballerina, "do not - I repeat, do not - try to reason with him."  

There was the shriek of a door being torn from its hinges.  

Screams and barking cries of consternation came from the television set. The photograph of Harrison Bergeron on the screen jumped 
again and again, as though dancing to the tune of an earthquake.  

George Bergeron correctly identified the earthquake, and well he might have - for many was the time his own home had danced to the 
same crashing tune. "My God-" said George, "that must be Harrison!"  

The realization was blasted from his mind instantly by the sound of an automobile collision in his head.  

When George could open his eyes again, the photograph of Harrison was gone. A living, breathing Harrison filled the screen.  

Clanking, clownish, and huge, Harrison stood - in the center of the studio. The knob of the uprooted studio door was still in his hand. 
Ballerinas, technicians, musicians, and announcers cowered on their knees before him, expecting to die.  

"I am the Emperor!" cried Harrison. "Do you hear? I am the Emperor! Everybody must do what I say at once!" He stamped his foot 
and the studio shook.  

"Even as I stand here" he bellowed, "crippled, hobbled, sickened - I am a greater ruler than any man who ever lived! Now watch me 
become what I can become!"  

Harrison tore the straps of his handicap harness like wet tissue paper, tore straps guaranteed to support five thousand pounds.  

Harrison's scrap-iron handicaps crashed to the floor.  

Harrison thrust his thumbs under the bar of the padlock that secured his head harness. The bar snapped like celery. Harrison smashed 
his headphones and spectacles against the wall.  

He flung away his rubber-ball nose, revealed a man that would have awed Thor, the god of thunder.  

"I shall now select my Empress!" he said, looking down on the cowering people. "Let the first woman who dares rise to her feet claim 
her mate and her throne!"  

A moment passed, and then a ballerina arose, swaying like a willow.  

Harrison plucked the mental handicap from her ear, snapped off her physical handicaps with marvelous delicacy. Last of all he 
removed her mask.  

She was blindingly beautiful.  

"Now-" said Harrison, taking her hand, "shall we show the people the meaning of the word dance? Music!" he commanded.  

The musicians scrambled back into their chairs, and Harrison stripped them of their handicaps, too. "Play your best," he told them, 
"and I'll make you barons and dukes and earls."  

The music began. It was normal at first-cheap, silly, false. But Harrison snatched two musicians from their chairs, waved them like 
batons as he sang the music as he wanted it played. He slammed them back into their chairs.  

The music began again and was much improved.  

Harrison and his Empress merely listened to the music for a while-listened gravely, as though synchronizing their heartbeats with it.  



They shifted their weights to their toes.  

Harrison placed his big hands on the girls tiny waist, letting her sense the weightlessness that would soon be hers.  

And then, in an explosion of joy and grace, into the air they sprang!  

Not only were the laws of the land abandoned, but the law of gravity and the laws of motion as well.  

They reeled, whirled, swiveled, flounced, capered, gamboled, and spun.  

They leaped like deer on the moon.  

The studio ceiling was thirty feet high, but each leap brought the dancers nearer to it.  

It became their obvious intention to kiss the ceiling. They kissed it.  

And then, neutraling gravity with love and pure will, they remained suspended in air inches below the ceiling, and they kissed each 
other for a long, long time.  

It was then that Diana Moon Glampers, the Handicapper General, came into the studio with a double-barreled ten-gauge shotgun. She 
fired twice, and the Emperor and the Empress were dead before they hit the floor.  

Diana Moon Glampers loaded the gun again. She aimed it at the musicians and told them they had ten seconds to get their handicaps 
back on.  

It was then that the Bergerons' television tube burned out.  

Hazel turned to comment about the blackout to George. But George had gone out into the kitchen for a can of beer.  

George came back in with the beer, paused while a handicap signal shook him up. And then he sat down again. "You been crying" he 
said to Hazel.  

"Yup," she said.  

"What about?" he said.  

"I forget," she said. "Something real sad on television."  

"What was it?" he said.  

"It's all kind of mixed up in my mind," said Hazel.  

"Forget sad things," said George.  

"I always do," said Hazel.  

"That's my girl," said George. He winced. There was the sound of a rivetting gun in his head.  

"Gee - I could tell that one was a doozy," said Hazel.  

"You can say that again," said George.  

"Gee-" said Hazel, "I could tell that one was a doozy."  

 
 


